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We describe an undergraduate experiment that demonstrates the physics of cavity resonators. A
mobile wall lets students alter the position of the nodes, thus changing the mode pattern. The nodal
structure is made apparent by placing a metallic plate at different positions inside the cavity. A
technique for dielectric characterization also is introduced, which helps students understand the
boundary conditions in dielectrics, as well as highlighting the characteristics of fields in
cavities. © 2005 American Association of Physics Teachers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Resonant cavities are analogous to an LC oscillator in
microwave spectral region, and often are part of microwa
circuits. The introduction of a dielectric in a resonator is t
best way to measure the dielectric constant at microw
frequencies. We describe a laboratory experiment based
cavity resonator. The use of a cavity resonator in an un
graduate laboratory demonstrates the concept of resona
The cavity is easy to construct and can be designed to a
for modifications of its resonant conditions by the movem
of one of the walls. Different modes can be selected by
ting a metallic plate at given positions within the cavity.

We also introduce the dielectric characterization proced
used with the cavity. The theory is based on a perturba
method and shows alternative ways of extracting informat
when a direct approach is not possible. The solution dem
strates the behavior of the field and is a good example of
application of boundary conditions. We choose a rectang
geometry so that the theory does not involve functions t
may obscure the physics.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The resonator consists of a rectangular aluminum ca
with dimensionsa598 cm,b549.8 cm, andd525 cm~see
Fig. 1!. The smallest wall is mobile, so the lengtha of the
cavity may be varied. This wall also may be removed to g
access to the cavity.

Electromagnetic fields are established and detected in
cavity by means of loops attached to the smallest walls.
loops are positioned perpendicular to the walls to maxim
the magnetic flux. Loops are impedance-matched to coa
lines by introducing 50V resistors in series.

Our system includes a Hameg HM8028 spectrum analy
coupled to a HM8038 tracking generator and to an osci
scope. The tracking generator yields a constant amplit
harmonic signal, whose frequency may be varied betwee
Hz and 500 MHz. The spectrum analyzer measures the si
amplitude at each frequency, and the oscilloscope disp
the detected amplitude versus the frequency.

III. DISCUSSION

A. Basic cavity characterization

Electromagnetic fields inside the cavity obey the wa
equation.1–4 In a rectangular geometry the wave equation c
be solved by separation of variables, and its solution can
211 Am. J. Phys.73 ~3!, March 2005 http://aapt.org/aj
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expressed in terms of plane waves. The complete determ
tion of the electromagnetic fields requires the introduction
boundary conditions. If we consider the metallic cavity wa
as perfect conductors, the electric field must be perpendic
to the walls, and the magnetic field must be tangential to
metallic surfaces. This set of boundary conditions is hig
restrictive, and determines the appearance of standing w
with certain characteristic oscillation frequencies. The el
tric field can be written as:1,2

Ex5Ex
0 cos~kxx! sin~kyy!sin~kzz!e2 ivt, ~1a!

Ey5Ey
0 sin~kxx!cos~kyy!sin~kzz!e2 ivt, ~1b!

Ez5Ez
0 sin~kxx!sin~kyy!cos~kzz!e2 ivt. ~1c!

Note that theEx component is finite in theyz plane (x
50), but theEy andEz components vanish. The same co
dition is required at the opposite wall (x5a), so kx

5mp/a, or equivalently,l52a/m, wherem is an integer.
Similarly ky5np/b andkz5pp/d, with

k25
v2

c2 5S m
p

a D 2

1S n
p

b D 2

1S p
p

d D 2

. ~2!

It can be shown thatHW 5(kW3EW )/ im0v also satisfies the
boundary conditions. The full derivation of Eq.~1! and other
technical details can be found in Ref. 1.

We observe the frequenciesf 110534061 MHz and f 210

543462 MHz in the resonator. Figure 2~a! shows the trace
observed on the oscilloscope, which corresponds to the tr
mission of the cavity in the frequency range@150, 500# MHz.
The first question is why these particular modes arise
how their important characteristics can be shown to stude

From Eq.~1! we see that at least two of the integersm, n,
and p must be different from zero to have nonvanishi
fields. The lowest frequency,f 110, has nonzero integers as
sociated with the larger cavity dimensions, and thus
nodes are as separated as possible. The next frequency,f 210,
doubles the periodicity in the largest direction, and the f
quency is increased by the smallest step. Other modes ar
of our system’s bandwidth.

The smallest side of the cavity in our resonator is mob
and the position of the nodes can be easily altered. Decr
ing the distance between the nodes will increase the re
nance frequency. In Fig. 3 we representf 110

2 and f 210
2 as a

function of 1/a2. A linear fit to the curves yields a determ
nation of the velocity of light in vacuum using Eq.~2!. We
211p © 2005 American Association of Physics Teachers
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Fig. 1. The rectangular cavity used in the demonstration.L1 andL2 represent the loops that we used to generate the fields and to measure the transm
through the cavity. In~a! we have represented the metallic plate used to suppress the~110! mode. In~b! several dielectric blocks are piled along thez axis.
In ~c! and~d! the blocks are piled horizontally, side by side, maintaining the symmetric position of the blocks around the cavity center. The blocks i~d! are
rotated 90° with respect to configuration~c!. In ~b! and ~c! Eint

0 'Ez
0 ; in ~d! eEint

0 'e0Ez
0 .
.
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obtained c5(2.9760.03)3108 m/s and c5(2.9560.07)
3108 m/s from the data corresponding to the~110! and
~210! modes, respectively.

In the two observed modesp50. Thus, according to Eq
~1!, the electric field has only one component,Ez . In the f 110

modeE increases along thex or y directions up to the cente
of the cavity, where it has an absolute maximum, and t
decreases to zero at the cavity walls. The electric field

Fig. 2. Experimental transmittance as observed on the oscilloscope.~a! In
the empty cavity the~110! and~210! modes are apparent.~b! The introduc-
tion of a metallic plate in the center of the cavity suppresses the~110! mode.
~c! If the metallic plate is displaced, both modes disappear. Curves~a! and
~b! have been shifted for clarity.
212 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 3, March 2005
n
is

uniform along thez direction. The field distribution corre
sponding to thef 210 mode is similar, except for its depen
dence on thex coordinate, where the double periodicity in
troduces a node in the center of the cavity.

The electric field characteristics of both modes can
readily explored in our apparatus. When a metallic pl
(7.5320.330.2 cm3) is situated at the center of the cavi
as indicated in Fig. 1~a!, the~110! mode is suppressed. How
ever, the~210! mode, whose electric field is zero at the cen

Fig. 3. The dependence of the resonant frequency on the cavity dimens
The slopes are related to the velocity of light.
212J. Pellicer-Porres and M. V. Andre´s
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of the cavity, is still observed. To suppress both the~110! and
the ~210! modes, it is necessary to shift the metallic plate
a position where the fields associated with both modes
finite. Figure 2 summarizes these phenomena. The spur
peaks that appear when the metallic plate is introduced a
least 80 times weaker~19 dB! than the~210! mode.

B. Cavity with a dielectric

The introduction of a dielectric in the resonator shifts t
frequencies associated with standing waves. To investi
the modifications, we use a perturbation method with
original resonator as a reference. The change in frequen
given by4

v2v0

v
5

2*Vd
DeEW •EW 0* dV

*Vc
~eEW •EW 0* 1m0HW •HW 0* ! dV

. ~3!

The subscript 0 refers to the unperturbed system, andVd and
Vc are the dielectric and cavity volumes, respectively. Eq
tion ~3! is exact provided that the dielectric has no magne
properties and losses are not considered. However, the
tric field EW inside the cavity is not known, and we must u

some physical approximation forEW in Eq. ~3! to calculate the
frequency shift.

To demonstrate the use of Eq.~3! and understand its
physical meaning, consider the limitDe→0 in which we can

approximatev, EW , andHW by v0 , EW 0 , andHW 0 , and obtain:

v2v0

v0
52

*Vd
DeuE0u2 dV

2*Vc
euE0u2 dV

. ~4!

From Eq. ~4! we see that the introduction of a dielectr
reduces the resonant frequencies. This fact is understoo
follows. The presence of the dielectric decreases the w
velocity in the resonator. Because the wavelength is fixed
the cavity dimensions to meet the boundary conditions,
resonant frequency must decrease.

In the more general case whereDe is not small, we canno
use the approximationEW 5EW 0 in the numerator of Eq.~3!.
Instead, we assume that the electric field inside the dielec
EW int , has the same form asEW 0 in Eq. ~1!, and that its ampli-
tude Eint

0 is related by the usual boundary conditions to t
unperturbed electric field in the cavity. We have

v2v0

v
52

*Vd
DeEW intEW 0* dV

2*Vc
euE0u2 dV

. ~5!

The frequency shift then depends on the dielectric shape
on its position inside the cavity.

We now discuss the characterization of the dielectric
our cavity. For clarity we restrict ourselves to the~110!
mode. The frequency shift will be maximized if we place t
dielectric at the center of the cavity, where the electric fi
has an absolute maximum. In this case we have

v2v0

v
52

De

2e0

Eint
0

Ez
0

l z

d

3F l x

a
1

1

p
sinS p l x

a D GF l y

b
1

1

p
sinS p l y

b D G , ~6!
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wherel x , l y , andl z are the dimensions of the dielectric. W
investigate two different geometries. In the first we pile se
eral blocks (177365335 mm3) containing a granulated di
electric@see Fig. 1~b!#, which, given our wavelength, can b
considered to be a continuum. The electric fieldEW 0 is di-
rected along thez axis and is tangential to the main dielectr
surface. The continuity of the tangential component of
electric field at a boundary suggests that we can subst
the internal field amplitude in the dielectric byEz

0 in Eq. ~6!,
that is,Eint

0 'Ez
0 . We show in Fig. 4 the dependence of th

relative frequency variation on the dielectric heightl z /d,
which is clearly linear as a result of the constant behavior
Ez

0 with respect toz. A least squares fit to Eq.~6! yields e r

5e/e051.860.1.
In the second geometry the blocks containing the diel

tric are placed horizontally, side by side, maintaining t
symmetric position of the blocks around the cavity cen
@see Fig. 1~c!#. The electric field is not uniform along they
direction and, in this geometry, the dependence of the
quency shift onl y /b is no longer linear~see Fig. 4!. If we
again assume thatEint

0 'Ez
0 , a least squares fit to Eq.~6!

yields e r51.760.1, in agreement with our previous result
Finally, we can compare the relative frequency variation

geometries~c! and~d! of Fig. 1, in which the dielectric in~c!
is rotated by 90° with respect to the dielectric in~d!. As we
have seen, in geometry~c! the electric field is continuous
across the dielectric boundary, and we takeEint

0 'Ez
0 . With

l y5390 mm we obtain (v02v)/v50.01760.003. How-
ever, in geometry~d!, the electric field is perpendicular to th
main dielectric surface, and the electric displacement is c
tinuous across the boundary. Therefore we haveeEint

0

'e0Ez
0 . The field inside the dielectric, as well as the fr

quency shift, are then reduced compared to those in ge
etry ~c!. With the same dielectric we have (v02v)/v
50.01060.003. The ratio between the two shifts is the d
electric constante r51.760.5, which again is in good agree
ment with previous results.

Fig. 4. The relative frequency variation as a function of dielectric dime
sions. The two curves correspond to the geometries~b! and ~c! in Fig. 1,
which are designed to investigate the field characteristics. Curve~a! reflects
the uniformity of the field along thez axis, and the saturation in curve~b! is
due to the field decrease when going from the center to the sides alon
y axis. @The relative length representsl z /d and l y /b in curves~a! and~b!.#
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IV. SUMMARY

We have used a rectangular cavity to demonstrate
physics of cavity resonators. The rectangular geometry
several advantages. First, it avoids advanced mathem
and allows students to concentrate on the physics. It als
easy to modify the cavity dimensions and introduce differ
materials inside the cavity.

The stationary modes can be altered by changing the
ity length ~see Fig. 3!. Different modes can be suppressed
placing a metallic plate at the appropriate positions inside
cavity. Both modifications can be directly observed by s
dents on an oscilloscope~Fig. 2!.

The introduction of a dielectric introduces students to
dielectric characterization technique. Its use demonstrate
application of the appropriate boundary conditions. The f
214 Am. J. Phys., Vol. 73, No. 3, March 2005
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quency shift as a function of dielectric length~Fig. 4! reflects
the electric field distribution in the cavity.
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